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Highly Rated Back-To-School Apps on iPhone/iPad Ranked by Mobilewalla
Published on 08/09/11
What are the highly rated apps on the iPhone/iPad that will help ease parents and their
children back to school? Mobilewalla today highlights the highest rated apps on iOS which
show the greatest amount of growth on the Mobilewalla scale from 0 to 100. Mobilewalla's
search and discovery engine ranks and rates every app on the market, in real time. With
its new groundbreaking technology, Mobilewalla brings a uniform, independent ratings
system to the mobile app universe.
Chappaqua, New York - What are the highly rated apps on the iPhone/iPad that will help
ease parents and their children back to school? Mobilewalla, the search and discovery
engine, ranks and rates every app on the market in real time. Mobilewalla brings a
uniform, independent ratings system to the app universe, with a scoring scale rating hot
apps from 0 to 100.
Here are some of the highest rated back-to-school apps this week:
Flashcards - A fully functioning flash card app that is free for everyone. A great tool
that students of all ages can use. (Mobilewalla Score: 93/100)
Intro to Math, by Montessorium ($4.99) - Fun and interactive first step into the world of
mathematics, including learning sequencing, and odds and evens. (Mobilewalla Score:
76/100)
Sandwich Maker - Kids' game to build your own sandwich from scratch that will give parents
new ideas of what to pack for school lunch. (Mobilewalla Score: 88/100)
My Food--Nutrition Facts Complete nutrition data for hundreds of good and common serving
sizes help parents with school lunches all through the year. (Mobilewalla Score: 84/100)
ABC Magic Reading 3 - This app helps beginning readers by giving children key reading
skills practice (Mobilewalla Score: 69/100)
Word Scramble - Helps kids ages 3 to 10 spell more than 500 high frequency words
(Mobilewalla Score: 69/100)
myHomework - Simple and easy to use iPhone application that allows you to keep track of
your homework, classes, projects and tests. (Mobilewalla Score: 94/100)
Mobilewalla:
http://mobilewalla.com

Mobilewalla is a unique web platform that provides a deep search engine and breakthrough
technology to help consumers, developers and advertisers navigate the highly fragmented
mobile application marketplace. Mobilewalla offers a real time rating and ranking system
for every mobile app in every category available on Apple, Android, Blackberry and Windows
7 app stores, plus a new ratings system for the developers who write these apps. Founded
by Anindya Datta, PhD, reputed technologist with contributions to the state of the art in
databases and internet systems, Mobilewalla brings navigability and standardization to the
mobile app universe for the first time. Copyright (C) 2011 Mobilewalla. All Rights
Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPod and iPad are registered trademarks of Apple
Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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